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TTEECCHHNNIICCAALL  DDAATTAA  SSHHEEEETT  

  
  

TTEERRMMOOFFLLEEXX®®  FFIINNIISSHH  PPRROO  
lliigghhttwweeiigghhtt  tthheerrmmoo--iinnssuullaattiioonn  uunnddeerrccooaatt  ppllaasstteerr  wwiitthh  EEPPSS  tthheerrmmoo--ffiibbeerrss                                                                                                                                                  
ffoorr  ssiinnggllee  llaayyeerr  aapppplliiccaattiioonn  wwiitthh  tthhiicckknneessss  uupp  ttoo  55  ccmm                                                                                                                                                                                                            
ffoorr  iinnddoooorr  aanndd  oouuttddoooorr  uussee  
  
  

Scope of use 

TERMOFLEX® FINISH PRO is a thermo-insulation, lime-
cement plaster with improved thermal conduction coefficient, 
and which contains EPS thermo fibers. It is suitable for both 
automatic by a machine and manual single layer application 
with up to 5 cm thickness and fast and easily overcomes great 
irregularities of the surface without sliding down which 
significantly decreases the labor cost and the period for 
execution. 

The plaster is suitable for complete outdoor and indoor rough 
(undercoat) plastering of premises and walls and is used as a 
strong base for application of different types of finishing coats. 
It distinguishes with very good adhesion to most construction 
materials and bases – bricks, cement blocks, lime-cement 
blocks, rough concrete and others. 

TERMOFLEX® FINISH PRO is very suitable for restoration, 
renovation and rendering of old buildings – monuments of culture and along with the decorative tasks fixed 
the building is being thermo-insulated. It provides jointless covering with very good resistance to mechanical 
and atmospheric influences. The plaster might be used also for renovation of old buildings and walls with 
damaged plaster coverings. It can be applied both automatically by a machine and manually. Do not use on 
facade base areas. 
 

 

 
 
 

Composition 
 
Homogenous powder cement based mix, modified with high-quality polymers and cellulose additives. 

 
 
 

PPrrooppeerrttiieess  

imptoved thermal conduction coefficient possible manual application 

excellent adhesion to the base good  water vapour permeability 

easily overcomes irregularities without sliding hydro and frost resistant 
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Packaging and Indicative consumption 
 

Package:       Indicative consumption: 

25 kg paper bags about 12-14 kg/m2 per layer with 10 mm thickness 

depending on the condition of the base the 
indicative consumption may vary 

 
 

Expiration date and Storage 
 
Store and transport in tightly sealed original packaging in dry and cool place (best on pallets). Keep away 
from moisture! 

The product is good for use 12 months after production date of an unopened original packaging. 
 

 
Instructions for Use 

 
Base Preparation 

TERMOFLEX® FINISH PRO sticks to all mineral bases, which are strong and bearing and do not contain 
separating substances (grease, bitumen and dust). The base should be strong, dry, load bearing, leveled, 
with all shrinking processes completed and temperature not lower than +5°С. All flimsy areas and layers 
with low mechanical stability should be removed from the base in advance. When applying the mortar on 
masonry, the masonry should be constructed according to all regulatory standards and it is mandatory for 
it to be with filled joints. If needed the joints may be filled with masonry mix for ceramic and clinker bricks 
TERAFLEX® BRICKS or TERAFLEX® GASOLIT if the wall is constructed from lightweight or lime blocks.  

Highly absorbent bases should be thoroughly wet prior to mortar application. Bases that do not absorb 
evenly should be sprayed in advance with thin cement-sand solution. Bases with smooth and fine polished 
surfaces and minimal water absorption (thoroughly vibrated concrete and others) need to be primed with 
TERACONTACT® – CONTACT BONDING PRIMER. 
 
Mixture preparation 

In a clean stainless steal container pour about 5,2 l of clean water without additives and gradually add the 
bag's content (25 kg) to it. The mixture should be stirred with an electric drill until reaching a homogenous 
mass without lumps. If needed add water or dry mix for attaining necessary density, which is determined 
according to the absorbing capacity of the base. The ready-made mix is all set for work and maintains its 
properties for about 2 hours at temperature 20-25˚С. When using machine application, the density of the 
solution should be determined by setting the capacity of the delivered  water volume.  

Do not mix with cement, sand and other materials because that causes extreme deterioration of 
the qualities of the mortar!  
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Application 

Prior to mortar application, in order to facilitate the work process, on all corners and edges shaped 
stainless steel protective profiles should be mounted. In bathrooms and areas subject to subsequent 
covering, metal leading profiles should be used as a supporting aid when spreading the mortar. 

TERMOFLEX® FINISH PRO should be applied in stripes in two working steps – on “wet-wet” principle. 
The thrown on the wall mortar should be spread out and smoothed roughly with a lute. Layer thickness of 
the applied mortar should be at least 15 mm and no more than 50 mm. At layer thickness greater than 50 
mm, the mortar should be applied on two or more thinner layers. Each subsequent layer should be applied 
after the under layer has already hardened, but is still wet; it is recommended its surface to be scratched 
horizontally with a lute. Layer thickness of the applied mortar should be at least 15 mm and no more than 
50 mm. At thickness greater than 50 mm, the mortar should be applied on two or more thin layers. Each 
subsequent layer should be applied after the lower one has already hardened, but is still wet; it is 
recommended its surface to be scratched with a notch trowel. Depending on the finishing covering, after 
the mortar hardens, the surface should be smoothed with a float (felt board). 

The surface should be kept wet for at least two days. Prior to application of the subsequent covering, 
carbonizing should have completed. 
 
 
Attention! 

Freshly applied mortar should be protected from wind, strong sun radiation and freezing for at 
least 24 hours after application! 

Do not use material that has once been frozen! 

Mortar application should be executed in dry weather and at temperature of the base and 
environment from +5ºC to +30ºC and air humidity around 60%! 

The time period for complete hardening of the mortar depends on the atmospheric conditions (air 
temperature and humidity), but is not less than 72 hours and may extend to 14 hours. 

 
 
Hazard description: 
 
Does not contain dangerous chemical 
substances!      

Quantity of soluble chrome (VI) within the ready-
made mass of the product is ≤ 0,0002%. 

 
Hazard symbol: 

 
Xi – Irritating product; contains cement. 

 
 
 

Risk and Safety Statements 

R 36/37/38 Irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin 

S 08 Keep container dry 

S 24/25 Avoid contact with skin and eyes 
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Classification 
 
Complies with the requirements of European and Bulgarian standards and measures up to: 
 

European Standard Class Testing protocols 

EN 998-1 CSII W1 T2 № 03/16.02.2011 

 
 
 

Technical data 
 
Testing protocols are issued by Construction Materials Testing Laboratory by Marisan and Kolev Ltd. 
 
 

Parameter Measure Testing method Testing result 

Bulk density of hardened mortar kg/m3 EN 1015-10 700 

Compressive strength N/mm2 EN 1015-11 1,80 

Adhesive strength with the base (concrete) N/mm2 EN 1015-12 1,12 

Capillary water absorption coefficient                       
of hardened mortar 

kg/m2min0,5 EN 1015-18 0,10 

Water vapor transmission rate (µ) - EN 1745 5/20 

Coefficient of thermal conductivity (λ) W/mK EN 1745 0,18 

Reaction to fire - EN 13501-1 class А1 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The information contained in the current document is based on our knowledge and recent technical achievements and experience that we have at 
the time of the last version.  The technical recommendations concerning application that we offer in order to facilitate buyers and those working with 
our products are non-binding and are neither grounds for legal contract relations, nor for additional obligations resulting from the purchase contract. 
They do not dispense buyers from the necessity to verify products’ application according to the instructions for every specific use. We as 
manufacturers guarantee the quality of the product, but cannot influence the circumstances and methods of its use. Application of the product 
should be performed by qualified personnel.

 


